Several descriptions of redundancy are presented in the literature , often from widely dif ferent perspectives . Therefore , a discussion of these various definitions and the salient points would be appropriate . In particular , any definition and redundancy needs to cover the following issues ; the dif ference between multiple solutions and an infinite number of solutions ; degenerate solutions to inverse kinematics ; task redundancy ; and the distinction between non-redundant , redundant and highly redundant manipulators .
. INTRODUCTION
The major problem with definitions of redundancy is that it is a term used for quite disparate , but related , situations . This note looks at a number of widely used definitions with a view to identifying the key features and proposing some workable definitions .
Starting at the highest level , redundancy concerning robotic manipulators can be categorised as sensor redundancy and mechanical redundancy , 1 Sensor redundancy occurs when there are more sensors than theoretically necessary , usually when high reliability is required . Although sensory redundancy is important , it is not considered in this paper . Mechanical redundancy can be further divided into kinematic and actuation redundancy . The term redundancy used in this paper means kinematic redundancy unless otherwise stated .
. REDUNDANCY IN THE LITERATURE
Redundancy is described in McKerrow's ''Introduction to Robotics'' 2 as follows ; ' When a manipulator can reach a specified position with more than one configuration of the linkages , the manipulator is said to be redundant . ' According to this definition , redundancy means more than one solution to the inverse kinematic transform .
The example given in Introduction to Robotics is the two link planar manipulator shown in Figure (1) . Because the joint variable θ 2 can be either positive or negative , there are two possible arm configurations which are called elbow down and elbow up . One of these solutions is selected depending on external constraints , for instance sometimes it may not be physically possible to reach the required location using one of the solutions .
Within the same book redundancy is also described as the state of having more degrees of 'mobility' than the task requires ( task redundancy ) and manipulators with more than six degrees of mobility are said to be infinitely redundant .
There are two definitions of redundancy given at the beginning of the Chapter 4 in ''Robot Control'' . 3 and it is expressed that a robotic system is truly redundant when there is an infinite set of solutions in the joint space for a given end-ef fector configuration . Moreover , Samson draws attention to the fact that an infinite number of solutions should not be confused with a finite number of solutions . Together with Samson , Craig configurations should also be considered . One result of degeneracy is a situation in which there are an infinite number of configurations of the manipulator that achieve the desired end-ef fector configuration . However , in such a configuration , one or more degrees of end-ef fector freedom is lost . Koivo The definition of redundancy in ''Advanced Robotics'' 1 is especially important since it is written about redundancy and optimisation and approaches the subject from a mathematical perspective . ' In a system with kinematic redundancy , we are able to change the internal structure of configuration of the mechanisms without changing the position and orientation of the end -ef fector or of the object . ' Redundancy is also described in a number of papers 6 -1 9 which discuss several dif ferent issues related to redundant robots . The Redundancy is also deemed to be a task dependent concept as seen from the example that Samson 3 gives . This is clearly important since most robots and automated machines are defined around task requirements . Hence the implementation of the SCARA type robots for a specific range of pick and place tasks .
The four link planar manipulator shown in Figure 3 has a kind of redundancy which has an infinite number of Fig . 3 . Four link manipulator ( n ϭ 4 , m ϭ 3 , r ϭ 1 , 2 or 3) .
solutions to the inverse kinematics , independent of the task . This type of device , when not in a degenerate configuration , clearly fulfils Nakamura's definition since even the simplest tasks cannot be completed without selecting a solution out of an infinite number of solutions to control the internal configuration of links to reach the desired location . Control over the internal configuration of the manipulator is the key point to using redundancy . Two examples illustrate the ef fect of degenerate configurations on non-redundant mechanisms . Degeneracy can be observed when the joint angle between the first and second links of a two link manipulator with equal link lengths is 180 Њ from fully extended , Figure 4 .
Clearly the position of the end-ef fector is independent of the first joint angle . The second example occurs in wrist mechanisms which have joints where two axes become collinear as a result of a specific value of a third joint which separates those two joints , e . g . PUMA 560 wrist .
Taking an example that illustrates the ef fect of degeneracy on redundant devices : a planar four link device ef fectively becomes a three link device when the most distal link is 180 Њ from fully extended , Figure 5 .
To summarise , there are three distinct concepts used to describe the kinematic status of the device itself : multiple solutions ; redundancy ; and degenerate configurations , which are all ef fected by the external feature of the mobility required to complete a specific task . motion of the end-ef fector will have a dimension ' m ' .
. CLEARER DEFINITIONS OF REDUNDANCY
The task space will have dimension ' r ' .
Case 1 :
n ϭ m This is the standard non-redundant robot .
Case 1a :
When there is a reduction of the dimension m in specific configurations . This device is now in a degenerate configuration .
Case 2 : n Ͼ m
When ' n ' is designed to be greater than ' m ' then the device is redundant . In such situations the self shape of a device can be varied without changing the end-ef fector configuration , since the joints do not produce independent motion in end-ef fector space . This is therefore the key situation which is examined when considering navigation through cluttered workspaces and collision avoidance generally .
Case 3 : m Ͼ r
When the task space ' r ' is completely within the end-ef fector space , and the dimension of the end-ef fector space , irrespective of the dimension of the joint space , is greater than the task space , then this describes task redundancy . can reach is 6 any value of ' n ' greater than 10 fulfils this criterion . 2 4 Often the implication of such designs is the need to consider non-Jacobian based inverse kinematics techniques for controlling the self shape of the device .
